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Introduction
Let us consider the mixed problem
'Πu=(D2t-Dl-ίΣD2yj)u=f(x,y,t) in Λϊχ(0,oo) ,
Bu Ξ ( Z ) X + 2 A ; C V , t)Dy.+b0(y, t)Dt+c{y} t))u\x^
("'*•) Ϊ ^giy**) ° n Rn~1χ(0, oo),
t=0 = uo(x,y) on Rl ,
where Dt=—i—y Dx=—i—y ••• and bo(y, t), •••, bn_Λyy f), c(y, t)^B°°{Rn~ιX
ut uX
RlYK We say that (0.1) is C°° well-posed when there exists a unique solution
u(x,y,t) in C~{R%χϊϊ\) for any (f,g, u
u
 u
o
)ζΞC~(RΪ X^xC^R^XRΐ)
X C°°(Rl)x C°°(Rn+) satisfying the compatibility condition of infinite order and
it has a finite propagation speed.
When the coefficients of B are all constant, by Sakamoto [9] we know a
necessary and sufficient condition for C°° well-posedness. Agemi and Shirota
[2] studied the mixed problem (0.1) precisely when rc=2, £ = 0 and b is real
constant. Tsuji [12, 13] treats the case where ό0, •• ,iM_1, c are variable and i 0, •••,
δ
n
_! real-valued. Ikawa [3,4,5] investigates the C°° well-posedness in other
domains than a half space.
In the present paper we shall study a sufficient condition for the mixed
problem (0.1) to be C°° well-posed and measure the propagation speed when
b
o
(y, t)y •••, bn^{y, i) are real-valued. Furthermore, we shall give a necessary
condition for the C°° well-posedness when b
o
(y,t), •••, b^^y, t) are not all
real-valued.
Let b
o
(y,t) and 6/(<yJί)=(^i(3;>0> *">^-iCM)) be real-valued. Then, we have
; \h\
m
= Σ \D?h(z)\<°o for ro = 0, 1,
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Theorem 1. If sup b
o
(y, t)<\, then (0,1) is C°° welUposed2). Its propa-
gation speed is equal to
14_ \h'(v t\\2 3)
Z / Λ Ξ {(y} t): - |y(y, ί) | <bo(y9 t)} Φφ, αrc</ equal to 1 */Λ=φ.
This theorem will be proved in §1. From Miyatake [7] it follows that
(0.1) is U well-posed if and only if b
o
<^~- |ft'| (i.e., Λ=φ). Therefore, in the
above theorem, the propagation speed is equal to one only when (0.1) is L2
well-posed. We remark that if n ^ 3 and bQ(y0, 0 )^1 for some y0 the problem
(0.1) is not C°° well-posed (cf. Remark 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 2).
Next, let us consider the case where bj(y,t) is complex-valued. In general,
it is expected that the condition for C°° well-posedness is weaker than that for
L2 well-posedness. It is true when every b- is real. However, when w^3 and
o^> "•> ^ M-i a r e n o t aU real> there is little gap between both. Set
β - -Uy> t)-Έ
Then, Miyatake [7,8] has shown that (0.1) is L2 well-posed if and only if the
following condition (0.2) is satisfied for all (y, t) and ηΦO (see also Agemi [1]):
(0.2)
Theorem 2. Let n ^ 3 , and assume that (0.2) is violated at {y,t)—(yQy 0)4),
η=η° and that bQ(yQy 0), •••, δM_ ι(^0, 0) are not all real. Furthermore, only when
b
o
(y
o
, 0), •••, iM-i(jo» 0) are all purely imaginary} we assume
[II] l+(Imα)(Im/3)>0 if |Re a\ + |Re β\ - 0 .
Σ
(0.3) 1 + Σ A/*, 0)2-έ0(y0,0)2Φ 0 .
Σ
problem (0.1) ts woί C°° well-posed.
2 )
 Theorem 1 is valid also in the case where the initial condition is posed on t = to (for any to^R)>
3 )
 This statement implies as follows: T h e propagation speed is not only less than Vmax, but
also for any v satisfying 0 < τ ; < ϋ
m
a x there exist (A-0, >Ό> *O)> ^ ( > 0 ) and u(x, y, t) such that
t((xo,yo, to) is not equal to zero although [Z\u = 0 on C
v
, Bu — 0 on C
v
\ ,
r
=o and u~Dttι = 0 on
C
v
\t=t0-8(Cv = {(x,y,t): ( ί—io)u+l(ac—Λ 0 ,y—yo)I^O,ίc^O, ί o — ^ ^ ί ^ ί o } ) .
4 )
 If (0.2) is violated at (y,t) = (y
o
,t
o
), the prob 'em whose initial condition is posed on t^to is
not C°° well-posed.
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In §3, we show that the Lopatinski condition is not satisfied at (x>yy £)—
(0,j>0, 0), and prove Theorem 2 by applying the methods of Kajitani [6]; i.e.,
assuming that (0.1) is C°° well-posed, we construct an appropriate asymptotic
solution of (0.1) violating an inequality to be satisfied. Let us note that Theorem
2 and its proof are valid also when the problem (0.1) is considered in other ge-
neral domains than a half space.
In the previous note [11] we have explained only Theorem 1 together
with an outline of the proof.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor M. Ikawa
for his many suggestions and much advice, and to Mr. N. Kohigashi for his
kind indication.
1. Reduction to the equation on the boundary
In this section, to prove Theorem 1 we shall reduce the problem (0.1) to
the equation on the boundary. Namely, consider the Dirichlet problem
lwL==o== ACM) on R^xR1,
and set
Th = Bw
then the original problem can be reduced to the equation Th=g. Tsuji [13]
also studies the same subject as in Theorem 1 by similar methods. But it seems
for the author that his discussion (corresponding to Lemma 2.3 of our paper)
is not complete.
At first, let us give several comments concerning the propagation speed.
For a constant υ>0 and a point (x
o
,yO9 £0)eΛ+ XΛJ., set
C,= C,(x
o
,y
o
, t0) = {{x,y, t): (t-to)v+{(x-xoγ+\ y-yo\ψ2<O} .
Fix (xO9yOytQ) and let us have a positive constant v such that for any small con-
stant δ ( > 0 )
(1.1) u(x,y,t) = Q onC
v
n{0<t0-t<δ,x>0}
if u<Ξ C°°(R% X Rl) satisfies
Bu = 0 on CVΠ {0<t0-t<8, x = 0} ,
w|/^o-β = ° onC
v
n{t = t0-S, x>0} ,
, uI,
=ί0_8 = 0 onCvf]{t = ί o - δ , x>0} .
We call the infimum of the above v the propagation speed at (x
o
,y
o
, t0). Fur-
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thermore, the supremum of this speed on whole R\ X R\ is named the propa-
gation speed of (0.1). Obviously, if ^ ' t h e propagation speed of (0.1)', (1.1)
follows from (1.2) for all x
o
^O, y 0 G ί " "
1
, ί
o
>O and 0g
Consider the equation (in λ)
(1.3) - V l - \ 2 + \b'(yy t)\X+h{y, t) = 0
under the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then, if — \b'(y, t)\ ^b
o
(y, t), this has
a positive root
- - ^ t)\V{y, t)\W\V{y,t)\2-b0(y,tf+ϊ) | * I 2 [ [ )
(note that λ
o
= 1 only if — | V \ =b0), and if — | b'{y, t) \ >bo(y, t), it has no real root.
Set X0(y, t)=l in the latter case. Then the latter half of Theorem 1 implies that
the propagation speed of (0.1) is equal to sup λ
o
(j>, t)'1.
n 1 1
From now on, let us prove that if the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied
(0.1) is C°° well-posed and has a finite propagation speed less than sup
Cy,O(ΞRn-1XR\
\0(y> t)'1- We know well the following proposition:
Proposition 1.1. For any
there exists a unique solution u\x, y, i) of the following Cauchy problem in
C-(RnχR\):
'Πu'{x,y, t) = f\χ,y} t) in Rn X R\ ,
onRn,
u
f
 I
 ί = 0 = U'Q(X, y) on Rn.
Furthermore, this problem has a finite propagation speed, which equals one.
By this proposition it suffices to investigate (0.1) only in the case ul^=u0=0
and / = 0 . Then, the compatibility condition of infinite order implies that
every D{g(yy +0) (j=0, 1,2, •••) equals zero.
We assume that b(z)=(bQ(z), •••, bn_x(z)) and c(z) {z=(yy t)) are constant
when \z\ is large. This assumption will be used to prove Lemma 2.3 in §2.
The general case is reduced to this case. In fact, let {Xy(#)}y=--o,i,2, •• be a parti-
tion of unity on Rn such that 0 ^ X y ^ l and supp[%jc {/—1< \z\<j+ΐ}9 and
jsr
set aN(z)=-^2 X(z). Fix (xo,yo, to)<BR" xR\ arbitrarily, and let u(x,y, t) be
any C°° function on R\ x R\ satisfying
= 0 in
Bu - 0 on C,(x
o
,y
o
, t0) Π {0<^<ί0, x - 0} ,
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where v= sup \0(y, t)~K Then aNu satisfies
(1.5)
O{aNu) = [•, aN]u in R%xR\,
= aNBu+[B, aN]u on R n l x R\ ,
= °
 on
where [ , ] denotes the commutator and BN+2u=(Dxu-{-aN+2b Dzu-\-aN+2cu) I *=o
The coefficients of BN+2 are constant for large |z\, and λo(5r) for the equation
(1.5) (defined by (1.3)) is not smaller than that for (1.4). Therefore, aN(y, t)
u(xyy, t)~0 on Cvf] {0<ΐ<t0} for any large N9 which implies that (0.1) has a
finite propagation speed less than sup λ
o
(y, t)'1. Next, consider the follow-
n 1 1
ing problem (for ^ = 0 , 1, •••):
- XN{g-Σ>(B-Bj+2)uω} on Λ-"1 XR + (N^ 1),
; = 0
= X
o
g on Λ""1 x Rl (N = 0),
CO
In view of finiteness of the propagation speed, we see that u(x,yf ί ) = Σ u(*N\χ>y>
belongs to C"(iR+ X i?i) and satisfies
Bu=g on R n l X Λ J ,
Therefore the existence of the solution in the general case is also obtained.
Now, we denote by C~(M) the set of C~ functions on M(M=Rl X Rn or Rn)
whose support lies in {t^t0} for some t0EzR.
Proposition 1.2. The Dirichlet problem
j w(x
s
z)- in
 +X ,
lw|
x
-o = A(s) o n R n
has a unique solution w(x,z) in C™(R\xRtt) for any h(z)^C°t(Rn)) and has a
finite propagation speed, which equals one.
Extending b{y, t) and c(y, t) to t<0 smoothly, we set (for h^C°l{Rtt))
(1.7) Th = Bw ( = (D
x
+b.Dz+c)w\x=0).
Then T is an operator from C~(Rn) to C+(JBW). Furthermore we have
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Theorem 1.1. Let b{z) be real-valued and sup b
o
(z)< 1. Theft, there exsists
ZGRn
a unique solution h of the equation Th—g in C™(Rn) for any g^C°t(Rn), and it has
a finite propagation speed less than sup λ
o
(5')~1.
2ξΞR»
We shall prove this theorem in the next section. From this theorem and
Proposition 1.2, it follows that (0.1) is C°° well-posed and has a finite propagation
speed less than sup \0(y} t)~K Therefore, the proof of Theorem 1 is
c n
n 1 \
complete if the following theorem is verified.
Theorem 1.2. Let bs(y,ί),'~,b
n
^(y,ί) be real-valuedandbQ(y}t)<\. Then
the propagation speed of (0.1) at any (0, y, t) is not smaller than X0(y, t)~ι.
Note that the propagation speed is equal to one in a place distanct from
the boundary {#=0}. We can prove this theorem in the same way as in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 of the author [10]. Its idea is suggested by Kajitani [6]
and Appendix of Ikawa [3]. Ikawa in [5] also studies the propagation speed of
the same mixed problem by slightly different methods.
Let us give only a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that
Theorem 1.2 is not true. Since in the case λ
o
(j>
o
, f
o
)= 1 our statement is triv-
ial, we may assume X0(y0, to)<l (i.e. — \b\yQy t0) \ <bo(yQ, t0)). Then there is
a constant v ( l < ^ < λ
o
( ^
o
, ^o)"1) s u c n t n a t (l l) follows from (1.2) for any small
constant δ(>0). Let us indicate that this is a contradiction. W"e construct
an asymptotic solution
(1.8) uN(x,y,t;k) = Σ ^ Φ ( ^ ° ^ ( ^ ^ 0*"J (*^1)
y = o
such that v
o
(Oy yQί t0) Φ 0 and
[JuN = eikφ\'JvNk~N in a neighborhood U of
BuN = 0 onC,
N\t=t0^ = 0 onC,fl{/ = f o-δ, 0 0 } ,
ί0-δ = ° on C,Π {ί = to—δ, 0<x} .
By the former half of Theorem 1 we have a solution wN(x,y, t\ k) such that
=-e
ik
*\3vN inC/,
]BwN = 0 onCvΠ{0<t0-t<δyx = 0} ,
DtwN\t=i0-8 = 0 on CVΓ) {t = to-δ, 0<x} ,
^jvl^ίo-« = ° o n C » Π {* = ^o-δ, 0<x}
and that the estimate
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holds for constants C and / independent of k. Set
u(x,y, t\ k) = uN{x,y, t; k)+wN(x,y, t\ k)k~N
Then, n satisfies (1.2), but u(OyyO)to;k)->vo(O,yo,to) (φO) as &-»oo, which proves
Theorem 1.2.
Let us show briefly the procedure to construct the asymptotic solution
(1.8). We shall make a similar solution in §3. As is explained in [10], we
has only to solve the eiconal equation with BΦ\
x
=0=0 and the transport equa-
tion with B v. I
 X^O=Q. From the latter, the following equation for ϋ}(y, t)—v} \ x=0
is obtained:
(b0DxΦ+DtΦ)Dtv ;.
(1 9) k^1
+ (j\3Φ+cD
x
Φyj = - y
We can choose the phase function Φ so that (Φ
x1 Φ , Φ ^ ^ ί —-, — ,
\9Λ; dy,
ψ-^j at (0,^0,ί0) satisfies Φ , < 0 , Φ f > 0 and r^A=\o(yO}to). Let (i/,l) ( 6 i " ( ; i i , )
be the direction of the characteristic curve of the equation (1.9) at (y
o
,tQ). Then,
it is seen that \v\ is equal to λ
o
(j
o
,ί
o
)~1. By this fact we can construct the re-
quired asymptotic solution.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Throughout this section we assume that b(z)=(b
o
(z), •••,£„_!(#)) is real-valued
and sup b
o
(z)< 1. These assumptions will be used to prove Lemma 2.1 and 2.2.
ZGR»
At first we consider the equation Th=g in the Sobolev space. Let H
m
(M) be
the usual Sobolev space on M of order m. We denote by H
m Ί
(R\ X Rn) (γGΛ",
m=0,l, ) the space {u(x,z): e~Ίzu{x,z)^H
m
{R\ x JBΛ)}, and by H
m>y(Rn)(y^
R\m<=R) the space {u(z): e~Ίzu(z)<=H
m
(Rn)}. Let us define the Laplace-
Fourier transformation Fy (in z) by
Fy[u] = ύ(ζ) = γ
and denote by ίy the inverse transformation, that is,
F,[f] (z) =
The norm <A>,H γ of Hm<y(R") is defined by
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We set
Γ = {Ύ = (V,
Σ = {γ = (v, T) eΛ" T> (sup λ
o
(*r
Proposition 2.1. IFc have for (ξ, η, τ)<=R +1—iΓ
This proposition is obtained by the methods in §3 of Sakamoto [9].
Corollary. If (17, τ)eΛ n —iΓ, the equation τ 2 — 2 i7>—I2=O m £ Aβί
|+(>7, T) WΛA a positive imaginary part and a root with a negative one.
We know that the Dirichlet problem (1.6) is solvable also in the Sobolev
space:
Proposition 2.2. For any h{z)^H
mΊ
{Rn) ( γ e Γ , m = l , 2, •••) ίλm? exists
a unique solution w{x> z) of (1.6) in H
m
y(R\ X Λw), αwrf ί/?^  solution is represented
by the form
w(xy z) = Fy[eiχt+m(ζ)] (ζ = σ-iy).
Furthermore, for any compact set S in Γ £/z#r£ w α constant y
o
(m, S) such that
w<= Π H
m
 f{R\ X i?w) follows from AG Π ^ΓMI 7(Λn) {where Ks= {ζ=μ7
Define ΓA for h^H
mΊ
{Rn) (γEΓ) by (1.7). Then, by Proposition 2.2 we
have
77* = Ryh=Fy[(ξ+(σ~iy)+b(σ~iy)+c)h(σ-iy)]
Let us note that if h<^H
mΊ
(Rn)Γ\H
m
y(Rn) then Ryh=Ry'h when γ, γ ^ i ^ and
I y I, IΎ71 ^ 7o(m> *S) (i^
s
 and 70(/w, 5) are defined in Proposition 2.2). Set
R%h = F_y[{ξ+(σ-iy)+b.{σ+iy)+D2.b+c)h(σ+iy)]
Then it follows that
o(Rn) (TEΓ).
The following lemma plays a basic role.
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Lemma 2.1. Let m&R and S be any compact set of Σ. Then, there is a
constant y
o
(m, S) such that if | γ | ^70(my S) and 7^X3= {y=μζ: ζ^S, μ>0}
the following estimates hold for a constant C independent of Ύ:
(i)
(ii)
Proof. Noting that b(z) is real-valued, by an easy calculation we have
Im ζRyh, h\-, = Im (
e
-<zR
Ί
h(z), e-"h(z))s
^(2w)-"f {Im ξ+(σ-i y)-sup (έ τ)} |A(«r—όθl2rfσ
- C ^ A ^ , , (C, = sup\D2.b(z)\ +8up |c(*) | ) .
From Lemma 2.2 below, it follows that
Im <ΛA Λ>0>, 2: (δ 1 7 1 - C J K A X , .
Therefore we obtain (i) in the case m=0. Define Λm (meJΪ) by
Λ-A = F,[( I σ 12+ I γ I ^ ( σ - ί γ
Then, we have
ih>
m>v = <A.
m
^ <RyAmhy0^-i[A'", b].DJι\,-<.[Am, c]Λ>0_v
which yields (i). In the same way we can get (ii). The proof is complete.
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a compact set in Σ. Then there is a constant δ (>0)
such that
Im ξ+(ξ)+b(z) lm ζ^8\ζ\, ζ^Rn-iKs, z^R".
Proof. In view of the corollary of Proposition 2.1, we have (—Im £+(£"),
— Imf)<$r if ζ^Rn — iT. On the other hand, noting that b(z) is real-valued
and sup b
o
(z)< 1, we see that if γ<Ξi£
s
, £ < 0 and (g, γ ) $ Γ then there is a small
constant δ(>0) such that | ^ — (έ+δω) γ for any ω(ω<Ξ/Γ, | ω | = l ) . Therefore
we have
Im ξ+(ζ)+(b-8 Im ζ/\lm ? | ) . Im ? ^
The proof is complete.
Now, let us prove Theorem 1.1. We set
γ ' γ ^ O for any
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(— {(Vy τ)^Rn; \v\ <(sup X0(z) x)τ}) .
It suffices to verify
Lemma 2.3. Let g(z)<= Π H
mΊ
(Rn) (m^O) and supp [g]dt/+z1 for some
γei
^ E Λ " . Then there exists a unique solution h(z) of T h=g in Π H
m;i(Rn) such
that supρ[λ]cΣ /+£ 1 .
In fact, take g(z)^C™(Rn) arbitrarily, and let {^;(^)}r0,i •• be the partition
of unity used in §1. By Lemma 2.3 we have a solution hJdC°°(Rn) of T h —
X g for j=0, 1, ••• whose support lies in U (Σ*'+z). As is easily seen, h(z)
-=^Σihj(z) belongs to C~(Rn) and supp[A]cz (Ί (Σ'+#). Therefore Theorem
1.1 is obtained except the uniqueness in C~(Rn). Obviously Lemma 2.1 guar-
antees the uniqueness in H
mΊ
{Rn) for some γ G Σ . Hence, if the the data
(f,g, tii, uo) a n d the solution u of (0.1) have compact support, (0.1) has a finite
propagation speed less than sup λo(jy^)"1. Assume that T h=0, <
and supp [h(y, t)]d {t
o
<*t}. Let w(xy z
for the h. Then w(x, z) satisfies
Let ^
and set
ι+ X Rn) be the solution of (1.6)
*) = Q in R\XR\
\BW(Z) = 0 on Rn.
1) be equal to 1 if *<iV and to 0 if N+\<x (iV=0, 1, —),
Then, it follows that
Σ
, 0 =
in Rtt+X{t0, oo),
on Λ - i x (ί0, oo),
on
o n
Since supp (f[J, yS^ Jw) and supp ([JS, βN]w) lie in {A^—1^ |^ | ^ iV+1, N^x^
Λ
r+1} and {Λ^—1^ |^ | gΛ^+1} respectively, we have
βNw(x, z) = 0 on {|*|
where the constant M(N, v
max
)->°° as
Thus we obtain the uniqueness.
. This implies zϋ=0, hence λ=0.
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Proof of Lemma 2.3. Obviously the uniqueness follows from Lemma
2.1. Let b(z)—b and c(z)=c when \z\ is large, and set
where w(x,z) is the solution of (1.6) for h(z). Then, in the same way as T, T is
expressed by the form
Th = Fy\(ξ+(ζ)+H+)
^O, ζ = σ—17, γ e Γ ) .
Noting that 5 and £ are constant, we see that the statement of Lemma 2.3 is
true for f(cf. Sakamoto [9]).
Let g(z)^ Π H
mΊ
{Rn) and s u p p ^ c Σ ' + S i . By Lemma 2.1 there is a
i•yei
solution hy^H
m
y(Rn) of T hy=g for some 7 G Σ (let |<γ| be large enough).
Then we can write
- ψ-b(z)).D2hy+(c-c(z))hy-+g.
Since the support of the right side lies in Ί,'-\-2 (for some 2 e Λ M ) , we have
Π H
m
y(Rn). Fix ω e Σ ( | ω 1=1) arbitrarily. If-^-=ω and | 7 | is large
•yei 171
enough, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
I 7 I <hy>
mty<ί
Noting that the above constant C does not depend on 7, we see that supp[hy]CZ
i ! . The proof is complete.
3. Proof of Theorem 2
We denote by ξ+(v,τ) the root of the equation τ2—ξ2~\η\2=0 in ξ
1
,τ=
σ
—iy(<γ>O,σ^R1)) whose imaginary part is positive (cf. Corollary
of Proposition 2.1). Set
Σ
 (y0, 0)V . + bo(yO9 0)τ ,
which is homogeneous of order one in (y> T).
To begin with, we shall show that if the assumptions of Theorem 2 are
fulfilled the Lopatinski condition is not satisfied:
Lemma 3.1. Let b
o
(y
o
> 0)Φ 1, and assume that b
o
(y
o
,O), •••, b
n
^(y090) (n^>
are not all real. Furthermore, let (0.3) be satisfied when every bj(y
o
,O) is purely
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imaginary. Then, if the condition (0.2) is violated, there exist τ0 (Im τ 0 < 0 ) and
V° (EΞR*-1) such that R(v°, τ
o
)=O.
REMARK 3.1. If b
o
(yOf 0)=l , the Lopatinski condition is not satisfied; in
fact, JR(O, —ιγ)=0 for γ > 0 . Moreover, also if b
o
(yOi 0 )>l and δ ^ O ) , —,
**-iCVo» 0) ( w ^ 3 ) a r e a 1 1 r e a l> it ί s violated; because Λ(i?°, —z'(^—1)"1/2)=0 for
V» (\V°\=1) orthogonal to ( f t^ , 0), - , ^(y, , , 0)).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us abbreviate bj(yo,O)(j=O, * ,n—1) to bj. For
{i?/: h Ί = l } and μ (Im μ<0) we set
This has an analytic continuation in { μ G C ; / i $ [ - l , 1]}, which is of the form
φ(μ) = ->/μ2-
Here V denotes (bly •• ,iM_1) and Vμ2— 1 is the branch which is positive for
μ>l (note that χ/μ2— 1 is single-valued in {μ,eC; μ&[— 1, 1]}). It is easily
seen that
[R{-n\μ) for Im
(-,R(-V, -μ) for Im/x>0.
We employ the following transformation μh->z, introduced by Miyatake [7]
(cf. §3 of Chapter I in [7]):
z2 = l^~μ ( I m * < 0 ) .
μ+l
Then, as Miyatake [7] shows, it follows that
(i) {μ: μ $ [ — 1 , 1]} is mapped to {z: Im #<0, ^ Φ — i}9
(ii) the lines {μ: / i G ( - l , 1)}, {μ: / iG(-co, —1)}, {μ: A&G(1, +°°)} are
mapped to {2:: #e(—°o, -foo)} ^Φθ}, {^ : —i<srG(—oo? —1)}, {#:
(—1, 0)} respectively; ± ° ° , 1 and —1 in the /x-plane to — z, 0 and
—too in the #-plane respectively,
(iii) φ(μ) is transformed to
From these facts, it suffices to prove that the equation/,/>(#)=0 has a root in
{z: I m ^ < 0 , Re *Φθ} for some y°<=S.
At first, we show that if (0.2) is violated for η'=η° (e*S) there is a (con-
nected) neighborhood V(dS) such that for any rf&V f/(z)=0 has a root in
{z: Im^<0} . If (0.2) is not satisfied, the following three cases can be con-
sidered :
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(i) [I] of (0.2) is violated;
(ii) [II] of (0.2) is violated and Re δ'φO;
(iii) [II] of (0.2) is violated and Re i ' = 0 .
The case (i): Since |Re a\ + |Re β\ φO for v'=v°, fAz)=° h a s n o
complex conjugate pair of roots near η'=rf. Therefore we can apply the
following proposition (due to Miyatake [7]) to the polynomial /„'(#).
Proposition 3.1. Assume that a polynomial f(z) of degree m has not any com-
plex conjugate pair of non-real roots. Then all the roots of f(z)=0 lie in {z: Im
z^O} if and only if the Bέzout form for {f(z), —if(z)} is non-negative.
This is proved in [7] (see Corollary of the Hermite theorem in [7]). Here
the Bezout form for {/(#), g(z)} (/ and g are polynomials of degree m) means
the quadratic form defined by the symmetric matrix A=(atj)i j=Q... m_1 whose
components a{j are given by
x
-y
 tfέoιj y
Since the matrix defining the Bέzout form for {//(#), —if-η'(z)} is of
the form l\2 R e °L I m ( ^ ) ~ | Proposition 3.1 yields the requirement in the
Um(aβ) 2Re/3J ^ H
case (i).
The case (ii): Since | Re α | + | Re /31 = 0 (for η'=v°)9 we have Re δo=O.
Therefore, it follows that
Γ2 Re a Im(aB)Ί Γ 1 Ί(1,0) _ \\ = 2 Re a = 2(Re V)-τf .
v
 'Llm(aβ) 2 Re β J L 0 J v ;
Noting Re έ'ΦO, we see that the matrix ^ \aP) [
s n o
t non-negative
6
 Llm(aβ) 2 R e ^ J 6
for ^ G F ( F is a neighborhood in S). Hence, by Proposition 3.1 /,/(#)=0 has
a root in Im # < 0 for ^ e F .
The case (iii): Then/„'(*) is of the form
fo(z) - /{(Im a)z*-2z-(lm β)} .
From this form, f
v
'(z)=0 has a root in Im # < 0 when
D(v')= \+(lm a) (Im β)
is negative. Therefore, if <Z)(^°)<0> or Ό(τ70)=0 and v°*± I Im b'\ " M m b'\
the requirement is obtained. When D(ηo)=O and 'η°= \ Im b'\ " ^ I m V or
— I Im VI ~ι Im bf\ it follows that
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which is contrary to (0.3). Therefore we get the requirement in the case (iii).
Now next, let us show that Ίί f/(z)=0 has a root z_{η') in Im # < 0 for
η'^V Re Z-(v') does not always vanish. Proving this, we use the assumption
w^3. Suppose that x-(v')=iMv') for V G F (where \(r/)=lm Z-{v')<0).
Then it follows that
(3.1)
r (Reα)λ2+2λ-(Re/3) =
(Imα)λ2~(Im/8) = 0.
Eliminating λ from these, we have
(3.2) ψ i - ( I m b0)2 = (ψx Im i o - ψ 2 Re b0)2 for ?'<= F ,
where Λ/r1=Re(6/ ?7/) and ψ 2 = I m ψ v'). Im δ'ΦO follows from the assumption
that Im b0, •••, Im bn^1 are not all equal to 0; because, if Im b'=0, (l + Ψiί7?'))2
• (Im i
o
) 2 =O holds for any ) ? ' G F and so Im b
o
=O. When Re V and Im V are
linearly dependent, we can write Ψi{v')=vψ2(η') for a constant i>. Putting it into
(3.2), we have
{(i; Im 6 0 - R e i o ) 2 - l } ^ 2 ( < ) 2 + ( I m b0)2 = 0 for ^ e F .
This holds if and only if Im b
o
=0 and (Re i
o
) 2 =-1. Therefore, A
o
= — 1 (ft
o
φ 1 is
assumed). δ
o
= —1 yields Re α + R e β=2 and Im α + I m /8=0, which is in-
compatible with (3.1). When Re V and Im ό7 are linearly independent, we take
an orthogonal base {^};=1... W_L in Rn~ι such that ely e2 are contained by the ρl?ne
expanded by Re V and Im V and that e3> •••, ett^1 are orthogonal to Re V and Im
Z/. Then, there exist constants y3t •••, rjn-λ, r(4=0) and an interval [#x, 02] such
that η(θ) = (r cos 0)^1+(r sin 0 ) ^ 2 + ^ 3 H \~Vn-ien-i belongs to V for any ^ G
[0i> ^2]- When v/=zv(θ), -ψ^ and Λ/Λ2 are written by the form
<Re V, e,y <Re b\
V, e,y <Im b\ ^2>J Lsin (9J
Γcos θ
Lsin y
Therefore, from (3.2) it follows that
(cos θ sin θ) Ά\ \A\
v
 ' L_(Rei
o
)(Imό
o
) - l + ( R e ό
o
) 2 J L
s
in 6>J
= - ( I m i0)2 for θe[θlt θ2] .
It holds if and only if ' / ( I ™ H '
 τ
 "
( R e bΰ) ( I m b
^A = - ( I m 60)2/. ThisL-(Re ft.) (Im *0) - l + ( R e ό o ) 2 J v o ;
implies that i 0
= : i t l We have seen earlier that Λ
o
—il cannot be admitted.
Thus (3.2) does not always hold for ηf€ΞV, which proves Lemma 3.1.
i Γcos 0Ί
 s i  (
 θl
= Ά\
 m
 I (det^ΦO).
si  yJ
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Proof of Theorem 2. For simplicity, let jy
o
==O. Suppose that (0.1) is C°°
well-posed, and let the propagation speed be less than v. We set
Ω
o
 = {(x,y, t): 0 ^ < 2 , (*2+ \y\ψ2<2v,
Then there exist a domain Ωo(^Ω
o
) and an integer / such that
(3.3) M
o
,QotίC(\Πu\ltQ>+\Bu\lιD>o+\Dtu\ι,G'o+\u\ι,Gί),
where Do^Ωo I
 x
=0 and G£=Ωo | ί = 0 Choose a function 0($)eC°°([O, oo)) satisfy-
ing (i) 0<-—(s)£— for s>0 (ii) —.(0)=0 (for y=0, 1, •••), and set for a
ds v as3
parameter k (^1)
Then we have the following lemma (corresponding to Lemma 2.1 of Kajitani
[6]):
Lemma 3.2. There exist a constant C and integers /0, lλ independent of k
such that the estimate
( 3 . 4 ) I ^  I
 OpQΛ^ C Λ'o { I α M I / a L.oΛ-
holds for k^ί.
Proof. We have the following extension operator E: For data F—(f,g,
u19 u0) <EΞ C'ίΩO ( Ξ C1^) X Cι{Dλ) x Cι{Gλ) X C^G,)) with the compatibility
condition of order /—I, EF=^(f
ί
g)u1) u0) belongs to Cl(Ω0) (i.e., EF<ΞCT(Ω0)
and supp EFdΩ0) and satisfies the compatibility condition of order 7— 1;
furthermore Z?: Cl(ili) ->Co(Ω
o
) is continuous. For data F(AΓ)eC'(Ω
Λ
)
(-X"= (^ jy, ί)) with the compatibility condition of order /— 1, we transform them
as follows:
F(X) > F(^)=F(X) >EF(X) -> EF(kX).
(XkX) ^k! (Xk1l)
Then, EF(kX)=(f/i g\ u[, u'o) belongs to Co(Ωo) and satisfies the compatibility
condition of order 7— 1. Furthermore, there are constants C and /0 independent
of k (^1) such that
(3.5) l/Ίr f Q o
^Cklo(\f\ltQk+\g\l>uk+\Ul\l>Gk+\uQ\ltGk).
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In view of ίiniteness of the propagation speed and the shape of the domain Ω*,
we see that the solution for (/', g\ uf
u
 u'Q) coincides with that for (/, g, uιy uQ) on
Ωk. Therefore, from (3.3) and (3.5) the estimate (3.4) is derived. The proof is
complete.
Let us set
B(k) = M A r + Σ bj(k-iy, k-H)Dy.+b0(k-iy, k'H)Dt) +c(k~1y> k'H).
By change of the variable x'=k~1x,y'=k~ιy, t'=k~1t and Lemma 3.2, we obtain
the following lemma (corresponding to Lemma 2.2 of Kajitani [6]):
Lemma 3.3. There are integers lly l2 independent of k, v (2^1) such that
(3.6) I«Io.ov^C ^ ' ί I • « I ^.QVH- I ^ ( * > I fx^H-1^>#« I /X.CV+ I •*I /
x
.αv> ^
where the constant C
v
 does not depend on k.
From now on, we shall construct an asymptotic solution violating (3.6) in
the same way as in Kajitani [6]. Set
« - l
( / = 1 , 2 , •••).
Then B{k) is written by the form
B(k) =
Here r^N+1) is a first order operator and the norms (| | /
 Ωv
) of its coefficients
are bounded as Λ->oo. If the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, by
Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.1 we have constants ξ0, η°, τ0 (Im ?0
Im τ
o
<O) such that
o, V°> τo) = ξo+Έ bj(O)v°j + l>o(O)To = 0 .
We set Φ(x,y, t)^ξ
o
x+v° y+r
o
t. Let us make
Σ
uN(x,y, ί; A) =  eW-'-Vvfay, t)k~ι
1 = 0
satisfy both [JuN=0 on Ωv and B(k)uN=0 on Z)v (asymptotically). Noting
(3.7), we have only to solve the following transport equation with a boundary
condition:
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(2(τ0Dt-ξfpx~v°.D,)vι+Πi>ι-i = 0, * ^ 0 (v.λ = 0),
{ ^ - 0, x - 0 ,
where A^= {(B^Φ)v
ι
_1+'" + (B^Φ)v0} + {B^v^+^+B^} (fiφ is the
principal part of B(l)). Combining these equations on {x=0\, we have the
equation for ϋt{yy t)=Όι\χss0:
Ϊ /-i = o,
where i / _ i = ( — DΐVi+f<A/-i)|*=o Here, we can choose (τ0,77°) so that the
above coefficients τ
o
+ξQbo(O), ξJb^O)—17°, •••, fA-i(O)—^ϊ-i do not all vinish
(?o=?+(τo> 7?°))1) Therefore, by the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem we get the
solution ϋ[ with z)
o
(O)Φθ, and so v
:
 with ^ 0 (0)Φθ. Take the integer N satisfy-
ing i V > / 1 + / 2 + l (/x and l2 are the integers in Lemma 3.3), and fix v so largely
that vQy ~,vN are all defined on Ω v and vo(x,y, ΐ)φθ on Ω v . Then it follows
that
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3 we have
ί I v
o
(θ, 0, —\ I - d ft
This cannot hold when &^°o, which proves Theorem 2.
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